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Data and content is a marriage made in 
heaven
Content is one of the hottest areas of interest in the marketing community today, and so 
is data. Clare Hill, managing director of the Content Marketing Association, says together 
they are even more powerful.

There's no doubt that the use of data in content is growing. We surveyed our members, and 90 per cent say they 
are currently using data to inform their content strategies, 83 per cent say they'll use even more in the immediate 
future.

KEEPING YOU

Instagram Photos With Faces Get 38% 
More Likes

Instagram, the photo-sharing site, is making it easier for businesses of all sizes to buy ads 
on the app, and helping brands target their audience better.

The site will allow advertisers to reach users based on demographics and interests. Users will also be given greater 
control in being able to choose which ads they would like to see.
Instagram said that brands are looking to target their ads in more effective ways to reach people "not just because of 
their age, location and gender, but because of the people, places and things they love".

Instagram to offer better ad targeting and call 
to action options

Facebook tweaks its news-feed algorithm 
with time spent on stories

As Media Consumption Becomes Liquid Across 
Platforms, Brands Better Learn How to Surf
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Pay-TV providers keep their advantage over 
newcomers in Mena
Television consumption has gone through a revolution with the explosion of over-the-top 
(OTT) players in the online sphere such as Netflix and Hulu. 

Despite the growing popularity of OTT around the world, in the Middle East and North Africa region pay-TV still 
dominates, with rising figures in viewership and revenue.

Facebook is More of a Threat to YouTube 
Than Ever Before
There’s no disputing that YouTube remains the king of online video, but the Google-
owned property is starting to see some heavy competition from an unusual place: 
Facebook.

Clearly, Facebook is fast becoming a video-centric site that YouTube would be well advised to keep a close eye on. 
Just a few months ago, Mark Zuckerberg delivered a surprising statistic when he said that Facebook users watch 4 
billion videos every single day. When coupled with the fact that most new videos aren’t coming by way of YouTube, it 
increasingly becoming apparent that Facebook poses a strategic threat to YouTube’s well-deserved video dominance.

Instagram photos that include faces are far more likely to get likes from followers than 
those without, a new study suggests.

According to a report conducted at Georgia Tech, people are more drawn to photos that feature the face. In fact, of 
1.1 million randomly-selected Instagram photos analyzed with face detection software, those with faces were 38% 
more likely to get Likes and 32% more likely to get comments.

"We are naturally attracted to faces," researcher Saeideh Bakhshi of Georgia Tech told Mashable. "We are social 
animals and want to see other people — it's comforting to us and makes us safe. This is engrained in us at a very 
early age, when babies are looking for the support of their parents."

Social network has realised that just because you didn’t like, share or comment doesn’t 
mean you weren’t interested

Facebook has announced the latest change to the algorithm governing what stories its users see in their news feeds 
on the social network.

The company says it hopes to help more “meaningful” stories bubble up in people’s feeds by looking beyond metrics 
like comments, likes and shares when judging what’s interesting.

New IAB report spotlights trend

Today’s consumers are “liquid,” meaning they are no longer grounded in one spot, medium or homepage. Today's 
consumer is crossing screens, jumping between smartphones and laptops and smart TVs, watching short- and long-
form video at a steady clip, and consuming news, information and entertainment at a velocity never seen before.
The consumer is no longer grounded in one spot, one medium or one homepage—but has become a "liquid 
consumer" that demands "liquid creativity" from marketers, publishers, agencies or anyone who wants to find them.

5 Factors to remember to help make your ad 
viewable
There is a lot of debate around display ad viewability. Many of the ads that brands pay 
for never really appear on the display screen. 

Advertisers are ken to shift towards paying for viewable instead of served impressions and thanks to advancements in 
technology and better standards in tracking we are now able to measure which digital ads are actually viewed.The 
industry standard of a viewed ad is simple: A display ad is considered viewable when 50% of an ad’s pixels are in view 
on the screen for a minimum as defined by the of one second, Media Rating Council. Out of this we get what is called 
a ‘Viewability Rate’ … Percentage of ads determined viewable out of the total number of ads measured.
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